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Welcome to Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia that anyone can edit. 6,227,046 articles of English Arts Biography Geography Geography Science Society Technology All Portals Peter Badcoe (January 11, 1934 - April 7, 1967) was an Australian recipient of the Victoria Cross, the highest prize for gallantry in a battle that could be awarded at
the time to a member of the Australian Armed Forces. Badcoe joined the Australian Army in 1950 and graduated from Portsey Academy of Cadets in 1952. Published in South Vietnam in 1966, Badcoe displayed apparent gallantry and leadership on three occasions between February and April 1967. In the last battle, he was killed by
machine gun fire. He was posthumously awarded the Victoria Cross for his actions, as well as the Us Silver Star and several South Vietnamese medals. Badko's medal is displayed in the Hall of Valor at the Australian War Memorial in Canberra. Buildings in South Vietnam and Australia are named after him, as is an eternal medal in an
Australian football match held on Anzac Day. (Full article...) Recently included: Siamosavusourus Ficus macrophylla Sagitta Archive By email More recommended articles Werner Heisenberg ... That, contrary to popular belief, biographies Uncertainty and Beyond Uncertainty show that Werner Heisenberg (pictured) obstructed Germany's
nuclear weapons program to prevent Hitler from getting a bomb? ... that Hector Munro was postulated in the age of heroic times as a distinct stage in the development of human societies? ... that the WWBC radio station in Cocoa, Florida, was forced to remove its transmission tower from Indian River when the site was sold to
condominium developers? ... that Wolfgang Marxner was a violinist in the first public performance of a work by Karlheinz Stockhausen, his Sonatin, with the composer as a pianist? ... that when Nichols' Missouri cavalry was formed, about two-thirds of his men were unarmed? ... that Rohana Motalib, the first Indonesian beautician, was
also pontianak's first mayor? ... that it took Zachary Levy an average of twenty minutes to get into a suit as a cyto-like character in Shazam!? ... that an album of poetry read by John Wayne reached number 13 in the Billboard Hot Country Albums Chart? Archive Start new article Nominates article COVID-19 pandemic disease Virus By
location Impact Vaccines Portal Aircraft involved in the incident Sriwijaya Air Flight 182 (plane pictured) carrying 62 people crashed north of Jakarta, Indonesia. Riots supporting Donald Trump have stormed the US Capitol, disrupting the presidential election and forcing congress to evacuate. In the United States, the Democratic Party won
control of the Senate by winning in the regular and special Senate elections in Georgia. Now Playing: Indian Farmers Protest Recent Deaths: Michael Apted Katrine Whitehorn Neil Sheehan Kisamba Muguerva Alex Apolinario Bizerka Tsvetich Nominated article January 11: The Coming of Age Day in Japan (2021) Gateway Bridge 1654 –
Arauco War: The Mapuche-Huilliche of southern Chile defeated the Spanish army, hunting slaves in the battle of Rio Bueno. 1787 – British astronomer William Herssel discovers two uranium satellites, later called Oberon and Titania, by his son. 1946 – The Albanian People's Republic is proclaimed and Enver Hosha is the country's de
facto head of state. 1986 – Gateway Bridge (pictured) in Brisbane, Australia, is opened as the world's largest bridge with pre-strained concrete. Socrates Nelson (1814)Emmanuel Lasker (d. 1941)Tom Parry Jones (d. 2013) More anniversaries: January 10, 11 January 12 Archive By email List of days of the year, Kotor There are four World
Heritage sites in Montenegro and another six on the list of sites that can be considered for the future). The sites of the Organisation for Education, Science and Culture (UNESCO) are important for cultural and natural heritage, as described in the UNESCO World Heritage Convention established in 1972 Montenegro acceded to the
Convention on 3 June 2006, although two sites on the list were added when Montenegro was still part of Yugoslavia. In 1979 it was included in the list of the natural and culto-historical region of Kotor (pictured), and durmitor national park was listed in 1980 and extended in 2005. (Full list...) Recently vaguely featured: Lecrae discography
Lorenzo Bandini Trophy Hill stations in Malaysia Archives More featured lists Ptyas mucosa, an Indian rat snake, is a common species of colubrid snake found in parts of south and southeast Asia. It grows to a length of 1.5 to 1.9 m, they are very thin, daytime and semi-woody. They inhabit forest floors, wetlands, rice fields and farmland
and are often found in urban areas where rodents thrive. They are harmless to humans, but they move quickly and are purposeful in capturing the small mammals, birds, amphibians and other reptiles they feed on, subjugate their prey by lying them down and suffocating them. Photo Credit: August Binu Recently Included: Consumption of
Empire Seal of Connecticut Dalol Archive More featured community portal photos - Dashboard listings, projects, resources and activities covering a wide range of Wikipedia areas. Helper – Ask questions about using Wikipedia. Local Embassy – For Wikipedia-related communication in languages other than English. Guide – Serves as a
virtual librarian, Wikipedia volunteers deal with your questions on a wide range of topics. Site news – messages, updates, articles, and press releases on Wikipedia and the Wikimedia Foundation. Pump for face – discussions on Wikipedia itself, including areas for technical issues and policies. Wikipedia is hosted by the Wikimedia
Foundation, a non-profit organisation that also hosts a number of other projects: Wikimedia Free MediaWiki Wiki Software Development Meta-Wiki Wiki Wikiamedia project coordination free textbooks and wikidata guides Free Knowledge Base Wikileaks Free Content Wikileaks Collection of Quotes Wikisource Library Free Content
WikiWare Types Wikiversity Free Learning Resources Wikitimes Free Guide Wiktionary Dictionary and Thesaurus This Wikipedia is written in English Many other Wikipedias are available; some of the largest are listed below. 1,000,000+ articles يببرعلا  Responnol Francai 保保 Polish Portugiska Rusiy Ukransьka Thi Viǝt 保保 250,000+
articles Bahasa Indonesia Bajasa Melaiu Bân-lâm-gú authentic iron dansk escaranto Escaranto 50 يف راسرسراا  어,000 articles Asturianu Bosanski Esti Ελληνι Usually English gallego Hrvatski Latviešu Lituvių മലയാളം Norsk nynorsk Slovenčina Slovenščina Slovenščina see English (tooltip). EnglishPronunciation/ˈɪŋɡlɪʃ/[1]RegionBritishف 
isles (първоначално) англоговорящ святАнгичностАнгско-саксонци (исторически)Носители360–400 милиона (2006)[2]L2 говорещи: 750 милиона;като чуждоезиков език: 600-700 милиона[2]Езиково семействоИндо-европейски германскиWest GermanicWest GermanicvaeonicAnglo-
ФризийскиАнглийскиАнглийскиТехнъственотостар английския рано модерни английски писмено писане система Латински script (английски азбука) Англо-саксонски руни (исторически) английски Брайл, Унифицирани английски брайл подписани формуляриManually кодирани английски (няколко Системи На Официален
статутОфициален език в 67 страни 27 несующи субекти Различни организации Обединени организации Обединените нации Общност на ООН 1999 Учудвам IMF IMF ISO НАТО НАУКА ОАС ОИС ОИС ОИЧ ГУАAM Организация за демокрация и икономическо развитие PIF СПОРАЗУМЕНИЕ UKUSA ASEAN
Икономическа общност ХЪРК КЕР кодовеISO 639-1enISO 639-2engISO 639-3engGlottologstan1293[3]Linguasphere52-ABA региони където английският е мнозинството език региони, където английският е официален, но не като основен езикТази статия съдържа IPA фонетични символи. Без правилна поддръжка на
рендиране може да виждате въпросителни знаци , fields or other symbols instead of unicode. For an introductory guide on IPA symbols, see Help:IPA. Part of a series of English language Themes English-speaking world English as a second language History of English advanced english themes such as lingua franca European
language Modern English loans in English phonological history of English phonology dialects English Anguillian Antiguan Australian Bahamian Bay Islands Belize Bermuda Brunei Burmese Burundi Canadian Folderland Islands Foldero Gambian Gambian Gambian Ganassi, Indian Irish Kibritai Malaysia ( Plain ) Nalklish Nateland Pakistan
San Andres Scottish Singapore Singapore South Africa Sri Lanka Trinidad and Tobago Uganda Zimbabwe Zimbabwe see also: List of dialects of teaching English :English words and phrases Higher category: Language language English is a West Germanic language spoken for the first time in early medieval England, which eventually
became the leading language of international discourse in today's world. [4] [5] [6] It was named after the Angleseys, one of the ancient German peoples who migrated to the region of Great Britain, which later appeared in their name, England. Both names originate from England, a peninsula in the Baltic Sea. English is most closely
related to Frisian and Lower Saxon, while its vocabulary has been significantly influenced by other Germanic languages, especially the Old Scandi (North Germanic) as well as Latin and French. [7] [8] [9] The English language evolved over more than 1,400 years. The earliest forms of English, a group of West Germanic (Ingvaeonic)
dialects brought to Britain by Anglo-Saxon settlers in the 5th century, were collectively referred to as Old English. The Middle English began at the end of the 11th century with the Normandy conquest of England; this is a period in which English was influenced by Old French, in particular through its old Norman dialect. [10] [11] Early
contemporary English began in the late 15th century with the introduction of the printing press in London, the printing of the King James Bible and the beginning of the Great Vowel Shift. [12] Modern English has been spread throughout the world since the 17th century by the global influence of the British Empire and the United States. In
all types of printed and electronic media of these countries, English is at the forefront of international discourse and lingua franca in many regions and professional contexts such as science, navigation and law. Modern English grammar is the result of a gradual change from a typical Indo-European dependent marking model, with rich and
flexible morphology and relatively free order of speech, to a mostly analytical model with little infleachation, a relatively fixed order of words and words on the subject and a complex syntax. [13] Modern English relies more on auxiliary verbs and word order to express complex narrow-minded ities, aspect and mood, as well as passive
constructions, interrogations and some denials. English is the largest number of speakers and the third most common language in the world after standard Chinese and Spanish. [15] This is the most widely studied second language and is either an official language or one of the official languages in almost 60 sovereign There are more
people who have learned it as a second language than there are native speakers. As of 2005, it was estimated that there were over 2 billion English speakers. [16] English is mostly native to the United States, Great Britain, Canada, Australia, New Zealand and Ireland, the official and main language of Singapore, and is spoken widely in
some areas of the Caribbean, Africa, South Asia, Southeast Asia and Oceania. [17] This is one of the official languages of the United Nations, the European Union and many other international and global and regional organizations. This is the most widespread German language, representing at least 70% of speakers of this Indo-
European branch. The Anglo-Anglo machine is called English. The variability between accents and dialects in English used in different countries and regions – in terms of phonetics and phonology, and sometimes vocabulary, idioms, grammar and spelling, usually does not interfere with the understanding by speakers of other dialects,
although mutual misunderstanding can occur at the extreme ends of the dialect continuum. Classification English English English Anglo-Frisian languages Anglican and Frisian (West, North, Saterland) North Sea German languages Anglo-Frisian and Low German/Low Saxony West Germanic Languages North Sea German and Dutch; in
Africa: Afrikaans ...... German (high): central; in Lux.: Luxembourg upper ...... Iddish West Germanic languages English is an Indo-European language and belongs to the Western Germanic group of Germanic languages. The Old English language comes from Germanic tribal and linguistic continum along the northern coast of Friesland,
whose languages gradually evolved into Anglican languages in the British Isles, as well as frisian languages and low Germanic languages on the continent. The Frisian languages, which together with the Anglican languages form the Anglo-Frisian languages, are the closest living relatives in English. Low German/Lower Saxon is also
closely related, and sometimes both English, Frisian, and Low German are grouped together as Ingvaeonic (North Sea Germanic) languages, although this group continues to be discussed. The Old English evolved into middle English, which in turn evolved into modern English. [19] Some dialects of old and middle English also developed
in a number of other English languages, including Scottish and vanishing Finnish and Fort and Barges (Yola) dialects of Ireland. [21] Like icelandic and Faroe languages, the development of English in the British Isles isolated it from continental Germanic languages and influences. Since then, it has evolved significantly. English is not
mutually understandable in any continental Germanic language, differing in vocabulary, syntax and phonology, although some of them, such as Dutch or Frisian, show strong affinity with the English language, especially with its earlier stages. [22] Unlike Icelandic and Faroese, which are isolated, was influenced by a long series of
invasions of the British Isles by other peoples and languages, especially the old and Norman French. They leave a deep mark on the language so that English shows some similarities in vocabulary and grammar with many languages outside of their language words, but it is not mutually understandable with any of these languages. Some
scholars have argued that English can be considered a mixed language or creole - a theory called the Creole hypothesis in Middle English. Although the great influence of these languages on the vocabulary and grammar of modern English is widely recognized, most language contact specialists do not consider English to be a truly mixed
language. [23] [24] English is classified as German because it shares innovations with other German languages such as Dutch, German and Swedish. [25] These shared innovations show that languages originated from a common ancestor called pragmatism. Some shared characteristics of Germanic languages include the separation of
verbs into strong and weak classes, the use of modal verbs and the sonic changes affecting proto-Indo-Indo-European consonants known as the laws of Grimm and Verner. English is classified as An Anglo-Frisian language because Frisian and English share other characteristics, such as the unrespotence of consonants who were
veterans of proto-Germanic (see the phonological history of the Old English language , palletization). [26] History Main article: History of English Pre-German to Old English Main Article: Old English Hƿæt ƿē 1998 111 00:02:16:46,994 --&amp;bar;011 01:22:02.001 We from Spears-Dari from the days of you have heard of the glory of the
kings... The earliest form of English is called Old English or Anglo-Saxon (c. 550–1066). An Old English language developed from a set of West German dialects, often grouped as Anglo-Frisian or North Sea, and was originally spoken along the coasts of Friesland, Lower Saxony and southern Jutland peoples known to historical records
such as Angles, Saxons and Jutes. [27] [28] From the 5th century, the Anglo-Saxons settled Britain when the Roman economy and administration collapsed. By the 7th century, the Germanic language of the Anglo-Saxon Anglo-Saxons became dominant in Britain, replacing the languages of Roman Britain (43–409): Ordinary Briton, Celtic
and Latin, brought to Britain by the Roman occupation. [29] [30] [31] England and English (originally Ænglaland and Ænglisc) were named after Angles. [32] Old English was divided into four dialects: English dialects (Merlian and Northumbrian) and Saxon dialects, Kenty and West Saxon. [33] Through King Alfred's education reforms in the
9th century and the influence of the kingdom of Wessex, the Western Saxon dialect became a standard written variety. [34] The epic poem Beowulf was written in the west and the earliest English verse, the hymn of Cædmon, was written in Northumbrian. [35] Modern English was developed mainly by Mersian, but the Scottish language
was developed by Northumbrian. A few short inscriptions from the early period in the Old English language were written using a runic script. [36] Until the 6th century, the Latin alphabet was adopted, written in semi-nazi letters. It included the rune letters wynn ⟨ƿ⟩ and thistle ⟨⟩, and the modified Latin letters were ⟨ð⟩ and ash ⟨æ⟩. [36]
Essentially, the Old English language is different from modern English and is virtually impossible for the 21st century to understand unreasonable English speakers. His grammar is similar to that of modern German, and his closest relative is the Old Frisian. Nouns, adjectives, pronouns and verbs have much more endings and shapes, and
word with words is much freer than in modern English. Modern English has cases in pronouns (he, he, his) and has several verb flutes (speak, speak), but old English has also had endings of cases in nouns, and verbs have more people and number endings. [38] [39] [40] The translation of Matthew 8:20 from 1000 shows examples of the
end of the case (nominative plural, plural, (current polygonal) and ending of the verb (current plural): Foxas habbað holu and heofonan fuglas nest Fox-like habb-að hol-you and heofon-an fugl-like ∅ fox-NOM.PL have-PRS.PL hole-ACC.PL nest and ∅ fox-NOM.PL have-PRS.PL hole-ACC.PL and heaven-GEN.SG bird-NOM.PL nest-
ACC.PL ∅ fox-NOM.PL have-PRS.PL hole-ACC.PL 2000 Foxes have holes and birds in the sky nests[41] Mid-English Main Articles : Middle English and Influence in French in English Englischmen þeyz hy hadde fram þe þe bygynnyng þre , Sunusheron, Northeron and Middle are in the so-called Don't get married by comics and melling,
steak, and then normans, in manhood long-streisk aspirin and somnolence, weird, weird, malling, humps and throats. Although from the beginning the English had three manners of speech, southern, northern and middle part in the middle of the country, ... However, by mixing and mixing, first with the Danes and then with the Normans,
among many the language of the country appeared, and some used strange eclipses, chatter, whining and peaography. From the 8th to the 12th centuries, the Old English language was gradually transformed through language contact to Middle English. Middle English was often defined as starting with the conquest of England by William
the Conqueror in 1066, but it developed further between 1200 and 1450. First, the waves of norwich colonisation of the northern parts of the British Isles in the 8th and 9th centuries put old English in intense contact with the old Norwegian, North Germanic language. Norwegian influence is strongest in the northeastern varieties of Old
English, spoken in the Danelaw area around York, which is the center of scanveric colonization; today, these features are still particularly However, the centre of normal English seems to have been in the Midlands around Lindsey, and after 920 CE, when Lindsay was back in the Anglo-Saxon political, Norwegian functions spread from
there to English varieties that were not in direct contact with norse speakers. An element of Norwegian influence that persists in all English varieties today is the group of pronouns beginning with the t- (they, they, theirs) that replace the pronouns of Anglo-Saxon with h- (hie, him, hera). [43] With the Normandy conquest of England in 1066,
the now norsified Old English language was the subject of contact with the old French language, in particular the old Norman dialect. The Norman language in England eventually became Anglo-Normandy. Since Norman was spoken mainly by the elite and the nobles, while the lower classes continued to speak Anglo-Saxon (English),
Norman's main influence was the introduction of a wide range of loans related to politics, legislation and prestigious social areas. [9] The Middle English also greatly simplifies the inflemic system, possibly to reconcile the Old-School and Old English languages, which are different but morphologically similar. The difference between the
nominees and the vining maturity is lost, except in personal pronouns, the instrumental case has dropped, and the use of a parent's maturity is limited to indicating possession. The inflexia system legitimizes many irregular forms of inflexia[44] and gradually simplifies the settlement system, making the word order less flexible. The 1380s
Wycliffe Bible recorded the verse Matthew 8:20: Foxis han dennes and briddis of heuene han nestis[46] Here the multiple suffoth of the verb is still preserved, but none of the cases ending in the noun. By the 12th century, Middle English was fully developed, integrating both Scandinavian and French features; it continues to speak until the
transition to early modern English around 1500. Middle English includes the stories of Jeffrey Chaucer and Les Mort d'Arthur. In the Middle English period, the use of regional dialects in writing, and dialect traits were even used for effect by authors such as Chaucer. [47] The early modern English Main Article: Early Modern English Graphic
representation of the Great Vowel Shift, showing how the pronunciation of long vowels gradually changed, with high vowels i: and: breaking diphthings and lower vowels and each of them, each pronunciation shifting one level The next period in English history was early Modern English (1500-1700). Early modern English was
characterised by the Great Vowels Shift (1350–1700), infle lexic simplification and linguistic standardisation. The Great Vowels Shift affected the stressed long vowels of the Middle English. This is a chain shift, which means that each shift triggers a subsequent transition into the vowels system. Medium and open vowels are raised, and
close vowels diphthings. For example, the word bite was initially pronounced, since the word beetroot is today, and the second vowels in the word is pronounced, since the word for charging is today. The Great Vowels Shift explains many spelling inaccuracies, as English retains many spellings from the middle English language and
explains why English vowels have very different pronunciations from the same letters in other languages. [48] During the reign of Henry V. Around 1430, English began to rise in prestige, in relation to Normandy French, during the reign of Henry V. Around 1430, the Court of Shanry in Westminster began to use English in its official
documents and a new standard form of Middle English, known as chancery standard, developed from the dialects of London and the East Midlands. In 1476 William Caxton introduced the printing press to England and began publishing the first printed books in London, expanding the influence of this form in English. [50] The literature of
early modern art includes the works of William Shakespeare and the translation of the Bible, commissioned by King James I. Even after the vowels changed the language, it still sounded different from modern English: for example, horse clusters (kn)sw) were still pronounced in knight, state and sword. Many of the grammatical
characteristics that Shakespeare's contemporary reader can discover old-fashioned or archaic are the distinctive features of early contemporary English. [51] In the 1611 version of the Bible. Matthew 8:20 says: The foxes and birds of the ayr hayu nests[41] This illustrates the loss of a case and its impact on the structure of sentences
(replacement by the arrangement of the word object-object word and the use of instead of a non-possessive parent), and the introduction of a loan from French (ayre) and replacement of words (a bird initially meaning nesting replaces O-fattening). [52] By the end of the 18th century, the British Empire had spread its English through its
colonies and geopolitical domination. Trade, science and technology, diplomacy, art and formal education have contributed to making English the first true world language. English also facilitates international communication globally. [53] [4] England continued to create new colonies and later developed their own norms for speech and
writing. English was adopted in parts of North America, parts of Africa, Australasia and many other regions. When they gained political independence, some of the newly independent nations, which had numerous local languages, chose to continue to use English as an official language to avoid the political and other difficulties inherent in
promoting each people's language above others. [54] [55] In the 20th century, the growing economic and cultural influence of the United States and their status as a superpower after the Second World War broadcasting in English around the world by the BBC[57] and other language to spread across the planet much faster. [58] In the 21st
century, English was more widespread and written than all languages. [60] With the development of modern English, clear norms for standard use were published and disseminated through official media such as public education and state-sponsored publications. In 1755 Samuel Johnson published his english dictionary, which introduced
standard spellings of words and norms of use. In 1828, Noah Webster published the American Dictionary of English to try to establish a norm for speaking and writing American English, which was independent of the British standard. In Britain, non-standard or lower classes of dialect functions have increasingly been stigmatised, leading
to a rapid spread of prestigious varieties among the middle classes. In modern English, the loss of the grammar case is almost complete (it is now found only in pronouns, as he and he, she and she, who and whom) and SVO word order is mostly fixed. [61] Some changes, such as the use of assistance support, have become universal.
(Previously, English did not use the word do as a general helper, as modern English does; it was originally used only for construction works, and even then it was not mandatory. The use of progressive forms in ing seems to be spreading into new structures, and forms like those that have been built are becoming more common.
Regulation forms are also slowly maintained (e.g. dreamed instead of dreamed), and analytical alternatives to inflexia forms are becoming more common (e.g. more polite rather than polite). British English is also under the influence of American English, fuelled by the strong presence of American English in the media and the prestige
associated with the US as a world power. [63] [64] [65] Geographical distribution See also: List of territorial units where English is the official language, geographical distribution of English speakers, List of English-speaking and English-speaking countries Percentage of English speakers by country and dependence from 2014 80–100%
60–80% 40–60% 20-40% 0.1-20% No data Percentage of English Language 2016[update], 400 million people speak English as a first language , and 1.1 billion speak it as a secondary language. [66] English is the largest language by number of speakers. English is spoken by communities on every continent and on islands in all major
oceans. [67] English-speaking countries can be grouped into different categories according to the way English is used in each country. Countries with many English speakers share an international standard in written English and jointly influence English norms. English does not belong to only one country and does not belong only to the
Settlers. English is the official language of the countries inhabited by several descendants in English. It has also become the most important language of international communication, when people who do not have a native language are found anywhere in the world. Three circles of English-speaking countries Braj Kachru distinguishes
countries where English is spoken with three circles of pattern. In their model, the countries of the inner circle have large communities in English, an external circle of countries have small communities in English, but the widespread use of English as a second language in education or broadcasting or for local official purposes, and the
countries that expand the circle are countries where many people learn English as a foreign language. Kachru based its model on the history of how English distribution in different countries, how users acquire English, and the range of Uses English has in each country. The three rounds change their membership over time. [69] Braj
Kachru's three circles of English countries with large native English communities (the inner circle) include the UK, THE US, Australia, Canada, Ireland and New Zealand, where the majority speak English and South Africa, where a significant minority speak English. The countries with the most English speakers are, in descending order,
the United States (at least 231 million), South Africa (4.8 million), Ireland (4.2 million) and New Zealand (3.7 million). In these countries, native children learn English from their parents and local people who speak other languages and new immigrants learn English to communicate in their neighborhoods and workplaces. [78] The countries
on the inside provide the basis from which English are distributed to other countries of the world. [60] Estimates of the number of second languages and foreign speakers ranged significantly from 470 million to more than 1 billion, depending on how skills proficiency is determined. [17] Linguist David Crystal calculated that non-native
speakers are now fewer native speakers with a factor of 3 to 1. [79] In the three-round Kachru model, the Countries of the Outer Circle are countries such as the Philippines,[80] Jamaica, India, Pakistan, Malaysia and Nigeria[83][84] with a much smaller share of English-language carriers, but much use of English as a second language for
education, government or domestic business, as well as routine use for school learning and official interactions with the government. [85] These countries have millions of dialect carriers, ranging from an English-based Creole language to a more standard version of English. They still have many English speakers who acquire English as
they grow up through everyday use and listen to broadcasting, especially if they attend schools where English is of the training. Varieties in English learned from non-English-speaking parents may be influenced, especially in their grammar, by other languages spoken by these learners. Most of these types of English are words that are
used a little english in the countries of the inside,[78] and can show grammatical and phonologic differences between the varieties on the inside. The standard English language of the countries of the domestic country is often accepted as the norm for the use of English in the countries of the outer circle. In three circles, countries such as
Poland, China, Brazil, Germany, Japan, Indonesia, Egypt and other countries where English is taught as a foreign language make up the expanding circle. [86] Differences between English as a first language as a second language and as a foreign language are often controversial and can change in certain countries over time. [85] For
example, in the Netherlands and some other countries in Europe, english proficiency as a second language is almost universal, with over 80% of the population able to use it,[87] and thus English is regularly used to communicate with foreigners and often in higher education. In these countries, although English is not used for government



activity, its widespread use puts them on the border between the outer circle and an expanding circle. English is unusual among the world's languages, in which many of its users are not native speakers, but speakers in English as a second or foreign language. Many English users in the expanding circle use it to communicate with others
in the expanding circle, so interacting with English speakers with native speakers does not play a role in their decision to use English. [89] Non-native Varieties of English are widely used for international communication, and speakers of such diversity often encounter features of other varieties. Today, the Conversation in English cannot
include any English speakers, even if they are among speakers from several different countries. [91] Pluricentric English round charts show the percentage of English speakers living in an inner circle of English-speaking countries. Native speakers are now significantly less than the world's English speakers (not counted in this table). U.S.
(64.3%) United Kingdom (16.7 %) Canada (5.3 %) Australia (4.7%) South Africa (1.3 %) Ireland (1.1 %) New Zealand (1%) Other (5.6%) English is a pluricentric language, which means that no national authority sets the standard for using the language. [92] [93] [94] [95] [95] But English is not a divided language,[96] despite a long-
standing joke, originally attributed to George Bernard Shaw, that the United Kingdom and the United States are two countries separated by a common language. [97] The English spoken, e.g. English used in broadcasting, usually follows national pronunciation standards, which are also established by custom, and pursuant to a Regulation.
International broadcasters are usually recognised as coming from one country and not from the other through their accents,[98], but the discus scenarios also consist of an international standard written in English. English-language norms are fully supported by the consensus of educated English speakers around the world, without any
oversight by governments or international organizations. American listeners generally easily understand most British broadcasters easily understand most American broadcasts. Most English speakers around the world can understand radio programmes, TV programmes and films from many parts of the English-speaking world. [100] Both
standard and non-standard varieties in English may include both formal and informal styles, distinguished by words and syntax, and use both technical and non-technical registers. [101] The history of the settlements of english-speaking countries from the inner circle outside the UK helped to honor dialects and produced horse-drawn
forms of English in South Africa, Australia and New Zealand. [102] Most of the immigrants in the United States without British origin quickly received English upon arrival. Now the majority of the US population are monolingual English speakers,[70] and English has received official or co-official status from 30 out of 50 state governments,
as well as all five US territorial governments, although there has never been an official language at the federal level. [104] [105] English as a global language Main article: English as lingua franca See also: foreign language influence in English and learning global Communication English has ceased to be English in the sense of belonging
only to people who are ethnicAlly English. [106] [107] The use of English is also growing internally for international communication. Most people learn English for practical rather than ideological reasons. Many of the English speakers in Africa have become part of the Afro-Saxon language community, which unites Africans from different
countries. In the 1950s and 1960s, former colonies often rejected English, and continued to use it as independent countries defining their language policies. [55] [56] [10] For example, english opinion among many Indians has gone from its association with colonialism to tying it to economic progress, and English remains the official
language in India. [111] English is also widely used in media and literature, and the number of English books published annually in India is the third largest in the world after the US and the UK. [112] However, English is rarely spoken as a first language, with only about a hundred thousand people and less than 5% of the population
speaking fluent English in India. [113] [114] David Crystal claimed that In 2004, by combining native and non-native speakers, India now has more people who speak or understand English than any other country in the world,[115] but the number of English in India is very uncertain, with most scholars concluding that there are still more
English speakers in the US than in India. [116] Modern English, sometimes described as the world's first lingua franca,[117] was also considered the world's first language. [118] [119] English is the most widely used language in the field of newspaper publishing, book publishing, international telecommunications, scientific publishing,
international trade, mass entertainment and diplomacy. English is, through an international treaty, the basis for the necessary controlled natural languages[120] in the maritime language and airspeak, used as international languages of maritime affairs[121] and of aviation. English was the so-called French and German language, but now it
dominates this area. [123] Equality was achieved with the French language of diplomacy during the negotiations under the Treaty of Versailles in 1919 [124] At the time of the establishment of the United Nations at the end of World War II, English had become the main international language of diplomacy and international relations. [126] It
is one of the six official languages of the United Nations. [127] Many other international organizations in the world, including the International Olympic Committee, refer to English as the working language or official language of the organization. Many regional international organisations such as the European Free Trade Association, the
Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) and the Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation (AAES) define English as their organisation's only working language, although most members are not English-speaking countries. While the European Union (EU) allows Member States to designate one of the national languages as the official
language of the Union, in practice English is the main working language of EU organisations. [128] Although English is not official in most countries, the language is currently most commonly taught as a foreign language. [58] [59] In EU countries, English is the most widespread foreign language in nineteen of the twenty-five Member
States where it is not an official language (i.e. countries other than Ireland and Malta). In an official Eurobarometer survey from 2012 (conducted when the UK is still a member of the EU), 38% of those surveyed in the EU outside countries where English is an official language said they could speak English well enough to speak that
language. The next most frequently mentioned foreign language, French (which is the most widely known foreign language in the UK and Ireland), can be used in conversation by 12% of respondents. [129] Working knowledge of English has become a requirement in a number of professions and professions, and calculation. English has
become so important in scientific publication that more than 80 per cent of all scientific articles indexed by chemical summaries in 1998 have been written in English, as well as 90 per cent of all articles in scientific publications since 1996 and 82 per cent of articles in humanitarian publications since 1995. [131] International communities as
international business people can use English as an additional language, emphasizing the vocabulary appropriate to their domain that matters to them. This has led some scholars to develop learning English as an additional language. Globish uses a relatively small subset of English dictionary (about 1,500 words designed to represent
the highest usage in international business English) in combination with standard English grammar. [132] Other examples include simple English. The increased use of English worldwide has an impact on other languages, leading to assimilated dictionaries in other languages. This influence of English has led to concerns about linguistic
death and allegations of linguistic imperialism and has sparked resistance to the spread of English; however, the number of speakers continues to increase because many people around the world believe that English provides them with opportunities for better employment and a better life. Although some scholars mention the possibility of
future differences between English dialects in mutually incomprehensible languages, most believe that English is more likely to continue to function as a language in which the standard form brings together speakers from around the world. [136] English is a language for wider communication in countries around the world. [13] Thus,
English has grown globally much more than any language proposed as an international additional language, including Esperanto. [138] The phonology is 1000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
Phonological variants affect the inventory of phonemics (i.e. speech sounds, meaning) and phonetic variation consists in differences in phonetic pronunciation. [140] This review mainly describes the standard pronunciations of the UNITED Kingdom and the United States: Received Pronunciation (RP) and General American (GA). (See §
Dialects, accents and varieties below.) The phonetic symbols used below are from the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA). [141] [142] [143] Consonants The main article: English phonology § Consonants Most English dialects have the same 24 consonants. The list of consonants shown below is valid for California English and PP. [145]
Consonants Labial dental alveolar post-alveolar worn nasal nose m n í stop and a f ф 1 ó ó 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 0 l ɹ* j w * Usually transcripted /r/ In the table, when difficult (stops, affricates and fricatives) appear in
pairs such as /p b/, /ttable d&amp;, and /s z/, the first is fortis (strong), and the second is slothful (weak). Fortis likes to manifest themselves as /p ts/ with greater muscle tension and respiratory forces than lennis, such as /b dda z/, and are always without a voice. Lenis's consonants are partly spoken at the beginning and end of the
speeches and fully vocal between vowels. Fortis stops as /p/ have additional articulating or acoustic characteristics in most dialects: they are aspirated [ph] when they appear alone at the beginning of a stressed syllable, often indescribable in other cases, and are often not deprived [p̚] or overheated [ʔp] at the end of a syllable. In one
syllable word vowel before fortis stop is shortened: thus pinches a significantly shorter vowel (phonetic, but not phonetic) than the stything [nɪˑb̥] (see below). [146] Lenis stops: container [b̥ɪˑn], about [ưbaǝt], cup [nɪˑb̥] forti: pin [phưn]; rotation [sp&amp;n]; happy [æpi]; Nip [nɪp̚] or [nɪʔp] In RP, on the lateral approx/l/, there are two main
allophones (pronunciation variants): clear or clear [l], such as light, and dark or velarized [ɫ] as in full. [147] GA has a dark l in most cases. [148] Clear l: RP light [la comfortablt] dark l: RP and GA full [fʊɫ], GA light [ɫaɪt] All sonorants (liquids /l, r/ and nasal /m, n, í/) maiden when following a voiceless obstrusent, and they are syllabic when
following contact at the end of the word. [149] Starless sons: clay [kl̥eɪ̯]; Snowy RP [sn̥əʊ̯], GA [sn̥oʊ̯] Syllap sonorants: paddle [2pad.l̩], button [ˈbʌt.n̩] Vowels Main article: English phonology § Vowels pronunciation varies greatly between dialects and is one of the most detectable aspects of the speaker's accent. The table below contains
vowels phonemi in Received Pronunciation (RP) and General American (GA), with examples of words in which they appear from lexical sets composed of linguists. Vowels are represented by symbols of the International Phonetic Alphabet; those given for PP are standard in British dictionaries and other publications. [150] Monophotos RP
GA Word i but ɜː ɜɹ bird bora kama ʌ Closing diphthongs RP GA Word e.g. bay ư ö ư ư ö path aư cow aư cow a> boy Centring Diftongi RP GA word ư ɪɹ attempt ɛɹ pair of ʊɹ poor RP, the length of the vowels is phonemic; long vowels are marked with a triangular colon ⟨_ ⟩ in the above table, as the vowels of need [ni_d] as opposed to
b&apos;s. In GA, the length of the vowels is not distinctive. And in RP and GA, vowels are shortened before fortis agree in the same syllable, such as /t t tlis f/, but not before lenis consonants such as /d dd or in open syllables: thus the vowels of rich [r&amp;T], clean [nit] and safe [se&amp;f] are noticeably shorter than the vowels of the
bilge [rɪˑdʒ], need [niˑd] and save is shorter than that of a lie [laˑɪ̯]. Since Lenis consonants are often starless at the end of a syllable, the length of the vowels is an important line as to whether the following consonant is Lenis or forti. [150] The vowels are found only in unstrested syllables and are more open as stem end positions. [152]
[100] Some dialects do not contrast [in insatiable positions], so the rabbits and igumen and the bot and Lenin and Lennon are homophone, called a function called a weak fusion of vowels. [154] GA /ɜr/ and /ḩr/ are realized as r-colored vowels [ɚ], as well as in [ˈfɚðɚ] (phonetic /ˈfɜrðər/), which in RP is realized as [ófưǝððư] (phonetic /
ˈfɜːðə/). [155] Phonactactics English syllable includes a syllable core consisting of vowels. Syllables and code (start and end) are optional. A syllable can start with up to three consonant sounds, such as in a sprint /sprablent/, and ends with up to four, as in the texts /teksts/. This gives English syllables the following structure,
(CCC)V(CCCC), where C represents a consonant and V vowels; in this way, the word strengths /str&apos; is an example of the most complex syllables possible in English. Consonants that can appear together at the beginning or on the fever are limited, as is the order in which they may appear. The beginning can have only four types of
consonant clusters: stop and approximate, as in the game; voiceless and approximately, as with a bit of a bit or a cliché; s and no-go braking, as in the stay; and s, voiceless braking, and approximately as in a string. [156] Nasal and sprint groups are allowed only in codas. Clusters of givers always agree on voice, and groups of sybilants
and plosives with the same point of articulation are prohibited. Moreover, several consonants have limited distributions: /h/ can appear only in the syllable-starting position, and /iri/ only in the extreme position of syllables. [15] Stress, rhythm and intonation They are also: Stress and decrease in vowels in English and intonation in English
stress play an important role in the English language. Some syllables are highlighted, while others are unstrained. Stress is a combination of duration, intensity, vowels quality, and sometimes step changes. Pronounced syllables are pronounced longer and stronger than non-empty syllables, and vowels in non-empty syllables are often
reduced, while vowels in the underlined syllables are not. [158] Some words, mostly short functional words, but also some modal verbs such as may, have weak and strong shapes depending on whether they appear in a stressed or non-tense position within a sentence. Stress in English is phonene, and some pairs of words are
distinguished by stress. For example, the word contract is underlined on the first syllable
(/10000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 [159] [160] [161] Here stress is associated with vowels: in the noun, the first
syllable syllable underlined and has a rude vowels (but in the verb contract the first syllable is insatiable and its vowels are reduced to /ḩ/. Stress is also used to distinguish between words and phrases so that the composite word receives one unit of stress, but the corresponding phrase has two: for example, burning (/ˈbɜːrnaʊt/) against
burning (/ˈbɜːrn)) and hot dogs (/1000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 0 In terms of rhythm, English is usually defined as a language that is
stressed over time, which means that the time between the underlined syllables usually equals that. [16] Underlined syllables are pronounced longer, but non-spit syllables (syllables between voltages) are shortened. Vowels in unenviable syllables are also shortened, and the vowels shorten, which leads to changes in the quality of vowels:
reduction of vowels. [164] Regional varieties in English and their characteristics[165] phonological states Canada Republic of Ireland Northern Ireland Scotland Wales SouthAfrica Australia NewZealand fathers- troubled merger yes /t/ is undisclosed to /ɜːr/ pronounced [ɚ] to litter clamped fusion likely to stupid-complete fusion yes / t, d/
clap yes, rarely to often trap bath, which may often be common to non-generic (/r/-dropping after vowels) to close vowels for / æ, yes /l/ can always be pronounced [ɫ] yes /and low vowels set Lexical set RP Can sound change THOUGHT /1/2/2015/04/2015/04/17/2015/04/17/2015/07/17/2015/07/17/2015 The most famous national varieties
used as education standards in non-English speaking countries are British (BRE) and American (AmE). Countries such as Canada, Australia, Ireland, New Zealand and South Africa have their own standard varieties, which are less commonly used as international education standards. Some differences between different dialects are
shown in the Varieties table in English and their functions. [165] English has undergone many historical changes in sound, some affecting all varieties and others affecting only a few. Most standard varieties are affected by the Big Vowels Shift, which changed the pronunciation of long vowels, but several dialects have slightly different
results. In North America, a number of chain changes such as the Northern Cities and Canada have created many different glasoni landscapes in some regional accents. [166] [167] Some dialects have fewer or more consonant phones and phones than standard varieties. Some conservative varieties such as Scottish English have a
voiceless sound [ʍ] in a swirl that contrasts with the voice [w] in wine, but most other dialects pronounce both words with a voice [w], and a function called wine-whine fusion. The malnourished veolary sound (x) is found in Scottish English, which distinguishes Loch from the lock .l&apos; Highlights such as cockney with h-dropping lack the
glottal friction (h) and the t-stop dialects and predictors such as African American and estuary English do not have dental fricatites /φ, ð/, but replace them with dental or alveolar stops /t, d/ or labiodental fricatives /f, v/. [168] Other changes that affect the phonology of local varieties are processes such as iodo-release, iodine-coalescence
and reduction of consonant clusters. [170] Pan-American and derived pronunciation varies in its pronunciation from historical /r/ after vowels at the end of the syllable (in syllable) code. GA is the generic dialect, which means that it is pronounced /r/ at the end of the syllable, but the RC is non-generic, which means that it loses /r/ in this
position. English dialects are classified as generic or non-roptists depending on whether they elide /r/ as RP or hold it as GA.[171] There are complex dialect variations in open-fronted words and open rear vowels /æ. These four vowels are distinguished only in RP, Australia, New Zealand and South Africa. At GA, these vowels merge with
three of them, and in Canadian English, they merge into two. In addition, the words that have each vowels differ depending on the dialect. The Dialects and Open Vowels table shows this variation with lexical sets in which these sounds appear. Grammar As typical for the Indo-European language, English follows morphosynttic alignment
of vining. Unlike other Indo-European languages, English has largely abandoned the system of inflexia in favour of analytical structures. Only personal pronouns retain the morphological case more strongly than any other class. English distinguishes at least seven basic classes of words: verbs, nouns, adjectives, adverbs defining
(including articles), prepositions, and alliances. Some analyses add pronouns as a class separate from nouns, and subdivide alliances into subordinates and coordinators and add the class of intersets. English also has a wide range of auxiliary verbs, such as having and expressing the categories of mood and attitude. The questions are
marked by do-support, wh-movement and inversion of the order of speech with some verbs. In English, some characteristic germanic traits are preserved, such as the distinction between unevenly sudden strong stems intertwined through ablev (i.e. changing the vowel of the stem, as in couples speaking/ talking and legs/ legs) and weak
stems intertwined by placement (such as love, hand/hands). [176] In the pronoun system (he/she) and in the inflexia of the verb, the copula is detected. [176] The seven classes of words are sampled in this treasonous sentence: at the beginning of the meeting. Noun. Conj. Noun noun and noun English noun only for number and
possession. New nouns can be formed by extraction or mixing. They are seminally divided into first names and nouns. In turn, the noun is divided into specific and abstract nouns, and grammatically nouns and mass nouns are counted. Most nouns are for plural through plural suffix - s, but several nouns have irregular forms of plural. Mass
nouns can only be plural by using the noun classifier column, for example, one loaf, two loaves of bread. [179] Regular plural: singular: cat, dog plural: cats, dogs Irregular plural: male, woman, foot, fish, ox, knife, mouse Plural: men, women, legs, fish, oxen, knives, mice Possession can be expressed either by possessive abol (traditionally
called genius suffoth), or by predisposition. Historically, the holder has been used to animate nouns, while the holder has been reserved for inanimate nouns. Today, this distinction is less clear, and many speakers also use inanimate. Orthographic holder -s is separated from the root of the noun with an apostrophe. [175] Possessive
constructions: C: The child of a woman's husband C: The child of nouns can form noun phrases (NPs), where they are the syntactic head of the words that depend on them, such as defining, defining, coincidence or adjectives. [180] The essential phrases can be short, such as the man composed only of a defining and noun. They may
also include modifiers such as adjectives (e.g. red, tall, all) and specifics as determinants (e.g. this). But they can tie several nouns in a long NP, using alliances such as and, or prepositions such as a tall man in long red trousers and his skinny wife with glasses (this NP uses alliances, prepositions, specifics and modifiers). Regardless of
length, NP functions as a syntax unit. [175] For example, in the possessive octatics, he can follow the whole phrase, as in the wife of the President of India, where the optician follows India, not the president. The determining class shall be used to determine the noun which precedes, in terms of certainty, where they mark a particular being
and one or noun. It is definitely accepted by the speaker to be already known by the interlocutor, while an indefinite noun is not defined as previously known. Quantitative measures, which include one, many, all and all, are used to determine the creature in terms of quantity or number. The noun must be consistent with the number of the
determining, one person (sg.), but all men (pl.). The determinants are the first ingredients in a noun. [181] Adjective Names to modify the noun by providing additional information on their reference In English, adjectives refer to nouns that change after determination. [182] In modern English, adjectives are not scales and disagree with what
they change, as do adjectives in most other Indo-European languages. For example, in the phrases slender boy, and very thin girls, adjective structure does not change the shape to agree with the number or gender of the noun. Some adjectives are relentless for a degree of comparison, with the positive degree unmarked, the suffoth -er
marks the comparative and -est that marks the reverend: a little boy, the boy is less than the girl, this boy is the least. Some adjectives have irregular comparative and superlative forms, such as good, better and best. Other adjectives have comparative, formed by periphrasic constructions, with adverbs more marking of the comparative,
and most to mark the reverence: happier or happier, the happiest or happiest. [183] There are some differences among speakers as to which adjectives use an inflelected or paraphrasic comparison, and some studies have shown a tendency for opioid forms to become more common at the expense of an inflelected form. [184] Pronouns,
case and human English-speaking pronouns retain many traits of case and gender. Personal pronouns retain a difference between subjective and objective work in most persons (I/me, he/she, she/she, we/us, they/i), as well as the difference between gender and animation in a third person in the singular (distinguishing it). The subjective
case corresponds to the old English and the objective case is used both in the sense of the previous guilty case (as a patient or direct subject of a transit verb) and within the meaning of the old English due date (as the recipient or indirect object of a transit verb). [185] [186] Subjective work is used when the pronoun is subject to a final
clause and otherwise the objective case is used. While grammars such as Henry Sweet[188] and Otto Jespersen[189] note that English cases do not correspond to the traditional Latin system, some modern grammars, such as Hudleston &amp; Pullum (2002), retain traditional labels for cases called name and vining due date respectively.
Possessive pronouns exist in dependent and independent forms; the dependent form functions as a defining body indicating a noun (as in my chair), while the independent form can stand alone as if it were a noun (e.g. the chair is mine). [100] The English system of grammar man is no longer distinguishable between the official and
informal pronouns of the address (the old person, who is the only known pronoun, you acquire a peyorative or inferior hue and is abandoned), and the forms for a second person plural and singular are identical, except in Form. Some dialects have entered 2nd person multiple pronouns like you find in South America and African American
(African American) English or youse found in Australian English and you in Hibernian-English. English Personal Pronouns Person Subjective Case Objective case Dependent holder Independent holder reflexive 1st sg. I mine myself 2nd p. You are your 3rd place, 3rd place, .pl 3rd place.pl, 3rd place.pl. A diic pronoun points to a person or
object by identifying it in relation to a speech situation— for example, the pronoun I identifies the speaker and the pronoun you, the addressee. Anaphoric pronouns such as referring to an object already mentioned or taken over by the speaker to be known by the audience, for example in the sentence I have already told you. Reflexive
pronouns are used when the oblique argument is identical to the subject of a phrase (for example, it has sent itself or it has prepared for a stroke). Prepositions prepositions (PP) are phrases composed of prepositions and one or more nouns, for example with the dog, for my friend, at school, in England. [192] Prepositions have a wide
range of applications in English. They are used to describe movement, place and other relationships between different entities, but they also have many syntack applications such as the introduction of additional clauses and oblique arguments of verbs. [192] For example, in the expression I gave it to him, the pretext to mark the recipient
or indirect object of the verb to give. Traditionally, words are considered prepositions only if they have guided the case of the noun they precede, for example, causing the pronoun to use the objective, not the subjective form, with it, for me, for us. But some modern grammars, such as those of Hudleston & Pullum (2002:598–600), no
longer consider the government of the case to be a defining feature of class prepositions, but define prepositions as words that can function as chapters of prepositional phrases. Verbs and verb phrases The English are marked for tense and aspectal and are marked for consent with the present moment a third person, a single person.
Only the verb kopula, which should be, is still consistent with the themes of plural and first and second person. [183] Auxiliary verbs such as pairing with verbs in infinitive, past, or progressive forms. They form complex patterns, aspects and moods. Auxiliary verbs differ from other verbs, since they can be followed by denial and in that they
may appear as the first ingredient in the sentence of the question. [193] [194] Most verbs have six intellectual forms. Primary forms are ordinary present, third person in only present and under-tightened (past) form. The secondary form is an ordinary form, they are communion and communion from the past. [195] The verb copula is the
only verb that retains some of its original conjugation, and takes different forms of inflexia depending on the theme. The first person present is am, a third person is a singular and the form is used in the second person in the singular and all three plural. The only verb that was the sacrament was and was his sacrament. English inflectional
forms Inflection Strong Regular present accept love 3th person sg.present accepts the beloved Pretrite accepts beloved Ordinary (infinitive) to take the love Gerund -participle, as a loving past sacrament taken beloved time, aspect and mood English has two main dozens, past (front) and non-past. Preschool is infleinated by using the
subterin form of the verb, which for ordinary verbs includes the suffix -ed, and for strong verbs or suffix -t or the change in the stem vowl. The non-past form is unmarked, except in the third person singular, which accepts the suffoth -s.[193] Gift preterite First man who ran second man Running you run third man Jonronren English does not
have a morphological future tense. [196] The futurity of the action is expressed paraphrased with one of the auxiliary verbs or must be expressed. Many varieties also use a near future, built with the phraseural verb, which will be in the future. [198] Future First person I will rule a second person John will rule third man John will conduct
additional differences encoded through the use of auxiliary verbs, primarily and be, which encode the contrast between perfect and not perfect past time (I'm running against I run), and the combined tansies like the front perfect (I was running) and present perfectly (I've run). To express the mood, English uses a number of auxiliary modal
devices, such as can, can, will, and past time, forms can, should. There is also a morning and imperative of mood, both on the basis of the ordinary form of the verb (i.e. without the third person singular - s), and which is used in subordinate clauses (e.g. Subjunctive: It is important to perform it every day; run!). [197] An infinitive form that
uses the ordinary form of verb and preposition to yes is used for oral clauses that are syntactically subordinated to the endpoint. The final words are those that form around a verb in the present or preteri form. At points with auxiliary verbs, they are the final verbs, and the main verb is treated as a subordinate sentence. [200] For example,
it must go where only the auxiliary verb is flexed for time and the main verb to go is in infinitive, or in a supplement clause that I saw him leave, where the main verb is to be seen, which is in preschool form, and leave is infinitive. Phrasal English verbs also makes frequent use of traditionally called phrases, verb phrases that are made in
the the verb root and preposition or particle that follows the verb. The phrase then functions as a predicate. With regard to intonation, the preposition merges with the verb, but in writing it is written as a separate word. Examples of phraseal verbs are to stand up, be invited, archived, given up, gathered, hung, reconciled with, etc.
[2002:200] Despite the idiomatic sense, some grammars, including Hudleston &amp;pullum (2002:274), do not consider this type of construction to form a syntax ingredient and thus refrain from using the term phrase verb. Instead, they believe that the construction is simply a verb with its prepositional expression as a syntactical
complement, that is, he woke up in the morning and climbed into the mountains are syntactically equivalent. Adverbs The function of adverbs is to change the action or event described by the verb by providing additional information about how it occurs. [175] Many adverbs come from adjectives, adding the suffath -ly. For example, in the
expression the woman walked quickly, adverbs are quickly extracted in this way from the adjective quickly. Some commonly used adjectives have irregular adverbs, such as good, which has a well-called form. Syntax In the English sentence The cat sat on the hills, the subject is the cat (noun), the verb sat, and on the mat a phrase is
suggested (composed of a noun sentence headed by the pretext). The tree describes the structure of the sentence. Modern English syntax language is moderately analytical. [202] It has developed functions such as modal verbs and word order as resources for the transfer of meaning. Auxiliary verbs mark structures such as questions,
negative polarity, passive voice and progressive aspect. Basic line english word order has moved from the German verb-second (V2) word line, almost entirely subject-verb-object (SVO). [203] The combination of SVO order and the use of auxiliary verbs often creates groups of two or more verbs in the center of the sentence, hoping to
open it. In most sentences, English marks only grammatical relationships through the order of the word. [204] The object ingredient precedes the verb and the object ingredient follows it. The example below shows how the grammatical roles of each composition are marked only by the position relative to the verb: The dog bites the person
S V O The man bites the dog S V O Exception is located in sentences where one of the constituent elements is a pronoun, in which case it is doubly marked, both in order of word and in the case of anestute , where the place of the object precedes the verb and is considered a subjective form of maturity , and the pronoun the site should
be verb and the objective form of case is used. [205] The example below shows this double marking in a sentence where the object and subject are represented by a third party sole pronoun for men: It hits it S V O Indirect objects (IO) of ditransens verb can be placed as the first object in a double object construction (S V IO O), giving
Jane the book or in the prepositional phrase As I gave jane's book. [206] Syntax of the clause Basic Article: English text syntax In English, a sentence may consist of one or more points, which in turn may be composed of one or more phrases (e.g. noun expressions, verb phrases and prepositional phrases). One point is built around a verb
and includes its constituents, such as NPs and PPs. Within the sentence there is always at least one basic clause (or matrix clause) while the other clauses are subject to a master clause. Subordinate dots can act as arguments of the verb in the main sentence. For example, in the phrase that I think you are lying, the basic clause is
guided by the verb thinking that the subject is I, but the subject of the phrase is the subordinate sentence (that) you lie. A subordinate union that indicates that the next sentence is a subordinate sentence but is often omitted. [207] Relative clauses are clauses that function as a modifier or specificity of some of the constituent parts of the
basic clause: For example, in the sentence I saw the letter you received today, the relative clause you received today determines the meaning of the word letter, the subject of the basic clause. Relative clauses can be introduced by pronouns that, whose, who, who and what, as well as what (which can also be omitted.) Unlike many other
German languages, there are no major differences between the word order in the basic and subordinate clauses. [209] Auxiliary verb constructions Main articles: Do-support and Subject-auxiliary inversion English syntax relies on auxiliary verbs for many functions, including expression of tension, aspect and mood. Auxiliary verbs form the
main points, and the main verbs function as chapters of a subordinate sentence of the auxiliary verb. For example, in the sentence the dog did not find his bone, the clause found his bone is the addition of the verb is not. Object-auxiliary inversion is used in many constructions, including focus, negation and question marks. The verb can
be used as an auxiliary even in simple declarative sentences, where it usually serves to add emphasis, as in I closed the refrigerator. However, in the above and false points, it is used because the rules of English syntax allow these structures to be built only when there is an auxiliary element. Modern English does not allow the addition of
the adre notation of distrust to a simple final lexical verb, since in *I do not know - can be to an auxiliary (or coplicic) verb, therefore if there is no other helper when it is auxiliary do is used to get a form as I do not know (do not) know. The same applies in the clauses requiring reversal, including most questions – the inversion must include
the theme and the auxiliary verb, so it is not possible to say *We know it?; Do grammar rules require you to know him? [210] The denial is carried out with the adreion no, which precedes the main verb and follows an auxiliary verb. An agreed form of no -n'can not be used as an enclitic, attaching to auxiliary verbs and to the verb kopula
that should be. Just as with questions, many negative constructions require denial to happen with do-support, so in modern English I do not know it is the right answer to the question you know it?, but I do not know it *I do not know it, although this construction can be found in older English. [211] Passive structures also use auxiliary verbs.
Passive construction refsort active construction in such a way that the object of the active phrase becomes the subject of the passive phrase, and the theme of the active phrase is either omitted or downgraded to a role as an oblique argument entered in a prepositional phrase. They are formed with the help of past communion or with
auxiliary verb to be or to obtain, although not all varieties in English allow the use of passive with get. For example, by interfering with the verdict that she sees in the passive joint he is seen (she) or he sees it (she). The questions of both yes-no questions and questions in English are formed mostly with the help of a theme-auxiliary
inversion (Am I going tomorrow?), for which support for doing (Do you like it?, Where did he go?). In most cases, question words (words such as what, who, where, when, why, how) appear in the front position. For example, in the question What did you see?, the word that appears as the first ingredient nevertheless is the grammatical
object of the sentence. (When the word s-t is an object or is part of the theme, no reversal appears: Who saw the cat?.) Prepositional phrases can be suggested when they are the subject of the question, for example, in whose house did you go last night?. Personal questioning, which is the only place for questions that still shows worrying
importance just in case, with the option serving as an objective form of case, although this form can go out of use in many contexts. [213] Syntax at the level of discourse, while English is a prominent language, at the speech level, tends to use the theme-commentary structure, where the known information (topic) precedes new information
(commentary). Due to strict syntax SVO, the theme of the sentence should usually be the grammatical theme of the sentence. In cases where the topic is not a grammatical topic of the sentence, often the topic is promoted in an object by syntax means. One way to do this is through passive construction, the girl is stung by a bee. Another
way is through a strained sentence, the main clause is to be an adjunc supplement clause of a copula sentence with a dummy person like him or there, for example, that the girl is that the bee stung, there was a girl who was stung by a bee. [214] Dummy objects are also used in structures where there is no grammatical object, such as
with faceless verbs (e.g. it rains) or in existential clauses (there are many cars on the street). By using these complex sentences with informational disciplines, English is able to maintain both the structure of the sentences on the subject-comment and syntax SVO. The emphasis on construction highlights specific or specific information
within the sentence, generally focusing on the main element of sentences. For example, the girl is stung by a bee (emphasizing that it is a bee, not, for example, a wasp that stung her) or the girl is stung by a bee (contrasting with another possibility, for example, that it is the boy). [215] The theme and focus can also be established by
syntactically shifting, or by pre-emptive or post-post focus on the basic clause. For example, this girl there, she was stung by a bee, emphasizes the girl with a pretext, but a similar effect can be achieved in a postposition, she was stung by a bee, this girl where the reference to the girl was established as an aphthologist. [216] The
convergence between sentences is achieved through the use of Densky pronouns as an anaphorus (for example, that is exactly what I mean, where this refers to a fact familiar to both interlocutors, or is then used to determine the time of the told event relative to the time of an earlier told event). [217] Discourse markers such as o or well
also signal the progression of ideas between sentences and help create convergence. Discourse is often the first component of sentences. The talks are also used for the position where speakers position themselves in a specific attitude to what is said, for example, there is no way that this is true! (the idiomatic marker has no way of
expressing disbelief) or boy! I'm hungry (marker boy expressing accent). While the talks are particularly characteristic of informal and spoken English registers, they are also used in written and official registers. [218] The dictionary also: foreign language influence in English is a rich language in terms of vocabulary containing more
synonyms than any other language. [134] There are words on the surface that mean exactly the same thing, but actually have slightly different shades of meaning and must be chosen appropriately if a speaker wants to convey exactly the message that is intended. It is usually stated that English has about 170,000 words, or 220,000, if
outdated words are counted; This assessment is based on the last full edition of the Oxford English Dictionary in 1989. There is one This puts the English dictionary at about 1 million words, but this counts supposedly includes words such as Latin species names, scientific terminology, botanical terms, prefixed and suffixed words, slang,
foreign words with extremely limited use of English and technical acronyms. Due to its status as an international language, English quickly adopts foreign words and borrows vocabulary from many other sources. Early studies of an English dictionary by lexicographers, scientists who formally study vocabulary, making up dictionaries or
both, were hampered by the lack of comprehensive data on actual words used by benign language corpus[221] collections of actual written texts and speaking passages. Many statements published before the end of the 20th century about the development of the English dictionary over time, the dates of the first use of different words in
English, and the sources of the English dictionary will need to be corrected once a new computerized analysis of data from the language corps appears. [220] [222] Word formation processes English forms of new words from existing words or roots in its dictionary through different processes. One of the most productive processes in
English is conversion,[223] using a word with a different grammatical role, for example, such as a noun such as a verb or verb as a noun. Another productive word-forming process is nominal mixing,[222][222] producing complex words such as babysitter or ice cream or home nostalgia. [22] A process more prevalent in Old English than in
modern English, but still product of modern English, is the use of derived suffixes (-fantasies, -ness, -ing, -ility) to extract new words from existing words (especially those of Germanic origin) or stems (especially for words of Latin or Greek origin). The formation of new words called non-olologisms based on Greek and/or Latin roots (e.g.
TELEVISION or optometry) is a high-performance process in English and most modern European languages, so it is often difficult to determine in which language noologism originated. For this reason, lexicographer Philip Gove attributed many such words to the International Scientific Dictionary (ISV) when compiling webster's Third New
International Dictionary (1961). Another active process of forming English is acronyms, the words that are formed by pronunciation as abbreviations of words with longer phrases, such as US, laser). Origin of the words Main article: List of English loans by country or language of origin See -No, not French, including Anglo-French (29%)
Germanic languages (Old/Middle English, Old Handy, Dutch) (26%) Greek (6%) Other languages/unknowns (6%) Derived from first names (4%) Besides English, in addition to forming new words from existing words and their roots, it also borrows words from other languages. This acceptance of words from other languages common in
many world languages, but foreign words over the last 1,000 years. The most commonly used words in English are West Germanic. The words in English, learned first by children when learning to speak, especially the grammatical words that dominate the number of two spoken and written texts, are mainly German words inherited from
the earliest periods of development of the old English language. [20] But one of the consequences of long language contact between French and English at all stages of their development is that the English dictionary has a very high percentage of Latinate words (derived from French, especially, and also from other Romanesque
languages and Latin). French words from different periods of development in French now make up a third of the English dictionary. [22] The linguist Anthony Lacudre calculated that over 40,000 English words were of French origin and could be understood without orthographic change by French speakers. [22] The words of old beastly
origin entered English mainly from the contact between Old English and Old English during the colonization of East and Northern England. Many of these words are part of the English basic vocabulary, such as egg and knife. Throughout all stages of its development, English also borrows many words directly from Latin, the predecessor of
the Romanic languages. [222] Many of these words were borrowed in Latin from Greek. Latin or Greek are still highly productive sources of stems used to form vocabulary of subjects that have learned in higher education such as science, philosophy, and mathematics. English continues to earn new credit words and kalki (credit transfers)
from all languages around the world, and words from languages other than the Anglo-Saxon language make up about 60% of the English dictionary. [232] English has official and informal speech registers; informal registers, including speech aimed at children, are mainly composed of words of Anglo-Saxon origin, while the percentage of
vocabulary originating in Latina is higher in legal, scientific and academic texts. [233] [234] English loanobuss and kalke in other English languages had a strong influence on the vocabulary in other languages. [228] [235] [235] The influence of English came from factors such as opinion leaders in other countries who knew English as a
global lingua franca, and the large number of books and films that were translated from English into other languages. [236] This widespread use of English leads to the conclusion in many places that English is particularly suitable for expressing new ideas or describing new technologies. Among the varieties of English, it is especially
American English, which influences other languages. Some languages, such as Chinese, write words borrowed from English, mostly as calvis, while others, such as Japanese, easily accept English names written sound indicators. [238] They are particularly prolific and prolific films and TELEVISION programmes that influence English in
Europe. [238] The written system also see: English alphabet, English Braille and 9th-century English spelling literature, English is written in Latin (also called Roman alphabet). The earlier texts of the old English language in Anglo-Saxon runes were only short inscriptions. The majority of the literary works of the Old English language,
which survive to this day, are written in the Roman alphabet. [36] The modern English alphabet contains 26 letters of the Latin text: a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, i, j, k, l, m, n, o, p, q, r, s, t, u, v, w, x, y, z (which also have capital forms: A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, J, K, L, M, N, O, P, Q, R, S, T, U, V, W, X, Y, Z). [239] Additional complications arise
through sound changes with which spelling orthographs have not kept pace. [48] Compared to European languages for which official organizations have promoted spelling reforms, English has spelling, which is a less consistent indicator of pronunciation and standard spellings of words that are harder to guess than how a word is
pronounced. [240] There are also systemic differences between English and American English. These situations have prompted proposals for english spelling reform. Although letters and river sounds do not have one-to-one correspondence in English spelling, spelling rules that take into account syllable structure, phonetic changes in
derivative words and accent of words are reliable for most English words. [242] Furthermore, English spelling shows an etymological relationship between related words that would be obscured by a closer relationship between pronunciation and spelling, such as the words photography, photography and photography, or the words
electricity and electricity. While few scholars agree with Chomsky and Halle (1968) that conventional English spelling is almost optimal,[239] there is one reason for current English spelling patterns. [243] The standard spelling literature of English is the most widely used script in the world. [244] Standard English spelling is based on a
graphomorphic segment of words in written traces of what meaningful composition of each word. [245] English readers can usually rely on correspondence between spelling and pronunciation to be relatively regular for letters or digraphs used for spelling sounds. The letters b, d, f, h, j, k, l, m, n, p, r, s, t, v, w, y, z represent respectively,
phoneme /b, d, f, h, d&apos;r, k, l, m, n, p, r, s, t, v, w, j/ z. The letters c and g usually represent /k/ and /2/, but there is also a soft expression /s/, and a soft g expressed /d&quot;. Differences in pronunciations of letters c and g are often signalled by English. The digraphs used to represent phoneme and phonom sequences include tư /, φ/,
th /φ/ or /ð/, ng for /ư/, qu for /kw/, and ph for /f/ in words derived from /f/ in Greek. The single letter x is usually pronounced as /z/ in the starting word position and as /ks/ otherwise. There are exceptions to these summaries, often the result of writing borrowed words in accordance with spelling patterns in their languages of origin[242] or
remnants of suggestions from early-stage scholars in modern English to follow spelling patterns in Latin for English words of German origin. [246] However, for vowels sounds in English, correspondence between spelling and pronunciation is more irregular. There are many more vowels in English than there are single vowels (a, e, i, o, u,
w, y). As a result, some long vowels are often marked by combinations of letters (such as oa in a boat, oh in the manner and ayees in the stay) or historically based quiet ones (such as in note and cake). [243] As a result of this complex history of orthographs, it lies that learning reading can be challenging in English. It may take longer for
students to become independent free readers of English than in many other languages, including Italian, Spanish and German. However, there is an advantage for learners to read the specific sound symbols regulations that appear in standard English spellings of commonly used words. [242] Such training significantly reduces the risk that
children may experience difficulties reading English. [248] [249] Increasing primary education for teachers of greater importance for the representation of morphemes in English can help students learn to read and write English more effectively. [250] The English text also includes a system of opiatory characters, which is similar to that
used in most alphabetic languages around the world. The purpose of punctuation is to mark significant grammatical relationships in sentences to help readers understand the text and point out what is important for reading text aloud. [25] Dialects, accents and varieties Main articles: List of dialects in English, World English and regional
accents of English dialectologists identify many English dialectologists, which usually refer to regional varieties that differ from each other in terms of models of grammar, vocabulary and pronunciation. The pronunciation of certain areas distinguishes dialects as separate regional accents. The main native dialects in English are often
divided by linguists in the two extremely common categories of English (BrE) and North American English (NAE). [252] There is also a third main group of English varieties: Southern Hemisphere English, the most prominent Australian and New Zealand English. The United Kingdom and Ireland See also: English in Northern England
English, Scottish Language, Scottish Scottish Welsh English, the mouth of English, ulster English and hibernation-English-map showing the main dialect regions in the speech example of the United Kingdom and Ireland Example of a person with accent Received Pronunciation (Gyles Brandreth). Problems playing this file? Look at the
media's help. An example of a man with a cockney accent (Danny Baker) Problems playing this file? Look at the media's help. As a place where English evolved, the British Isles, and especially England, are home to the most diverse dialects. Within the UK, Derived Pronunciation (RP), an educated dialect of south-east England, is
traditionally used as a broadcast standard and is considered the most prestigious of British dialects. The spread of RP (also known as BBC English) through the media has led many traditional dialects of rural England to be retreated, as youngsters embrace the traits of the prestigious variety rather than the traits of local dialects. During
the study of English dialects, grammar and vocabulary differed in the country, but the process of lexical atstreaming led to the disappearance of most of this variation. [253] Example of Essex male with a working cent accent in the area around London (Russell Brand). Problems playing this file? Look at the media's help. An example of a
man with an accent (West) Yorkshire (Lord John Prescott). Problems playing this file? Look at the media's help. However, this atria has mostly affected dialect variations in grammar and vocabulary, and in fact only 3 percent of the English population actually speaks RP, and the rest speaks in regional accents and dialects with varying
degrees of RP influence. [254] There is also variability within the PP, especially along the class lines between high-tech and medium-rp carriers and between eagle carriers and orbit carriers who adopt RP later in life. [255] Within the UK, there are significant differences along the lines of the social class, and some signs, although
extremely prevalent, are considered non-standard and are associated with lower speakers and identities. An example of this is H-waste, which has historically been a feature of London English, especially Cockney, and can now be heard in the local accents of most parts of England, but still remains largely absent in broadcasting and
among the upper crusts of British society. [256] An example of a man with a contemporary Liverpool accent (John Bishop). Problems playing this file? Look at the media's help. An example of a man with one of the many Scottish accents spoken across Scotland (Alex Samid). Problems playing this file? Look at the media's help. An
example of a man with one of many Irish accents spoken in Ireland (Terry Wogan). Problems playing this file? Look at the media's help. English in England can be divided into four main dialect regions, English, South East English, English Midlands and Northern English. In each of these regions, several local exists: In the northern region
there is a divide between Yorkshire dialects and the Geordie dialect spoken in Northumbria around Newcastle, and Lancashire dialects with local urban dialects in Liverpool (Scouse) and Manchester (Manchester). Having been the center of the Danish profession at the time of the Viking invasions, Northern English dialects, especially the
Yorkshire dialect, keep Norwegian functions not found in other English varieties. Since the 15th century, the south-east of England has been centred in London, which is the centre from which the innovations of dialect are spread to other dialects. In London, cockney dialect is traditionally used by the lower classes, and it has long been a
socially stigmatized variety. The spread of Cokie is distinguished by the south-east, which has led the media to talk about Estonian English as a new dialect, but the concept has been criticised by many linguists on the grounds that London has had an impact on neighbouring regions throughout history. [258] [259] [260] Traits, which have
spread from London in recent decades, include the use of intrusive R (drawing is a clear drawing /保dr保保rrí/), t-glottalization (Potter is pronounced with a glottal stop as Po'er /poʔʌ/), and the pronunciation of th- as /f/ (thanks pronounced corrugated) or / v / (annoying bovered). Scots today are considered a separate language from
English, but originate in early North-English and have evolved and changed throughout their history with influence from other sources, especially Scottish and Old Skandian. Scots have a number of regional dialects. And in addition to Scottish, Scottish English includes the varieties of standard English speaking in Scotland; most varieties
are Northern English accents, with some influence from Scottish. In Ireland, there has been talk of various forms of English since the Normandy invasions of the 11th century. In Wexford County, in the Dublin area, two extinct dialects known as Fort and Bargie and Dingelian evolved as early Middle English and were spoken until the 19th
century. Modern Irish English, however, has roots in 17th-century English colonisation. Today Irish English is divided into English Ulster, Northern Ireland dialect with a strong influence from Scottish and different dialects of the Republic of Ireland. Like Scottish and most North American accents, almost all Irish accents retain the kinship
that has been lost in dialects influenced by the RC. [21] [264] The main articles in North America: American English, American, African American, South American English, Canadian English, and Atlantic English example Example of an Average American Man with a Common American Accent (Emery Emery). Problems playing this file?
Look at the media's help. An example of tex, male with a South American accent (George W. Bush). Problems playing this file? Look at the media's help. Example of speech a woman with a standard Canadian accent (Margaret Atwood) Problems playing this file? Look at the media's help. Kinship dominates North American English. The
North American English Atlas has found more than 50% non-kinship, but at least one local white speaker in each U.S. metropolitan area designated here with a red dot. Non-native African-American African-American English pronunciation can be found among African-Americans, regardless of location. North American English is relatively



homogeneous compared to English. Today, the American variation of emphasis often increases regionally and decreases locally,[265] although most Americans still speak within the phonological continuum with similar accents,[266], known as General Americans (GA), with differences hardly noticed even among the Americans
themselves (such as Midland and West American English). [267] [268] [269] In most American and Canadian English dialects, kinship (or r-fulness) was dominant, with non-kinship (rhythmic) associated with lower prestige and social class, especially after World War II; this contrasts with the situation in England, where non-kinship has
become the standard. [270] Apart from GA are American dialects with distinct sound systems, historically read as South American English, English from the coastal northeast (including East New England, English and New York) and African-American languages, all of which are historically unrotic. Canadian English, with the exception of
the Atlantic provinces and perhaps Quebec, can also be classified in GA, but it often shows the rise in vowels (a&amp;a) before starless consonants, as well as separate norms of written and pronunciation standards. [271] In South American English, the most populous American accent outside GA[272] prevailed, replacing the historically
unsodic prestige of the region. [273] [274] [276] Southern accents are lined with clay letters such as lipstick or twan, as most easily recognized by the Southern Vowels Shift, initiated by verbs in the vowels (e.g. pronouncing spy almost like a spa), Southern breaking on several fronts pure vowels in a sliding vowl or even two syllables (e.g.
pronouncing the word press almost like pray-us), the fusion of pin-pen and other distinctive phonographic, grammatical and lexical characteristics, many of which are actually the last events of the 19th century or later. Today it is spoken mainly by African-American language (AAVE) and is also non-generic and probably originating from
enslaved Africans and African-Americans, influenced primarily by non-standard, non-standard Southern dialects. In my opinion, AAVE is part of the linguists who have thought about the African languages spoken by slaves, who need to develop pigin or Creole English in order to with slaves of other ethnic and linguistic origin. [280] The
important common things of AAVE with southern accents suggest that it developed into a highly consistent and homogeneous variety in the 19th or early 20th century. AAVE is usually stigmatized in North America as a form of broken or uneducated English, as well as white Southern accents, but today linguists recognize both fully
developed varieties of English with their own norms shared by a large speech community. [281] [282] Australia and New Zealand Main Articles: Australian English and New Zealand English example of males with a common Australian accent. Problems playing this file? Look at the media's help. Since 1788, English has been spoken in
Oceania, and Australian English has been developed as the first language of the majority of the inhabitants of the Australian continent, with its standard accent being general Australian. The English of neighboring New Zealand to a lesser extent becomes an influential standard variety of the language. Australian and New Zealand English
are the closest relatives of others with few differential characteristics, followed by South African English and Yusufran England, all of which have similar unrotic accents, aside from some highlights in New Zealand's South. Australian and New Zealand English stand out for their innovative vowels: very short vowels are on features or raised,
while very long vowels are diphthonized. Australian English also has a contrast between long and short vowels not found in most other varieties. English Grammar is closely aligned with English and American English; As American English, collective plural objects take on a singular verb (as in government it is sooner than they are). [284]
[285] New Zealand used front vowels, which are often even higher than in Australian English. [286] [287] [288] Singapore Main article: Singapore English See also: Singlish The development of Singapore English began at least 1819 when the British statesman Stamford Raffles arrived in the lands that now make up Singapore to create a
commercial port. It usually resembles British English and is often used in more formal settings such as the workplace or when communicating with people in power such as employers, teachers and civil servants. [289] Singaporean English acts as a bridge between the different ethnic groups in Singapore, and is also one of the four official
languages in the country, it is considered de facto as the main language of communication. Standard Bulgarian English retains British spelling and grammar. [290] The standard Singaporean accent was an officially accepted Pronunciation (RP) distributed during news and radio. However, a standard Singaporean accent, quite independent
of any external standard, including RP, began to appear. A 2003 study by the National Institute for Education in suggests that a standard Singaporean appears and is able to be standardised. [291] Singaporean accents can also be said as a non-rotik. In addition to Singaporean English, Singlish is a Creole-based English language[293] in
Singapore. Unlike the SSE, Singlish includes many discourseal and borrowed words from various Asian languages such as Malay, Japanese, Mandarin and Hokien. [294] Although it is controversially considered low prestige especially by the government, most Singaporeans see Singlish as a unique identity of Singapore and continue to
be used in informal communication between Singaporeans and new citizens, immigrants or tourists to learn more about Singaporean culture. [291] The main article of Southeast Asia: Filipino English The first significant display of the Philippines in English occurred in 1762, when the British occupied Manila during the Seven Years' War,
but this was a brief episode that had no lasting impact. [The reference is necessary] English later became more important and widespread during American rule between 1898 and 1946 and remained the official language [need for clarification] of the Philippines. Today, the use of English is ubiquitous in the Philippines, from street signs
and markets, government documents and forms, courtrooms, media and entertainment industries, the business sector and other aspects of everyday life. [The reference is necessary] One such use that is also prominent in the country is in a speech where most Filipinos from Manila would use or have been exposed to Taglish, a form of
code-switching between Tagalog and English. [reference is necessary] A similar method for changing codes is used by urban carriers in the Visayan language called Bislisch. [reference needed] Africa, Caribbean and South Asia See also: South African English, Nigerian, Caribbean English, Indian English, and Pakistani English speech
example of a man with a South African accent. Problems playing this file? Look at the media's help. English is spoken widely in South Africa and is an official or co-official language in several countries. In South Africa, English has been spoken since 1820, co-existing with Afrikaans and various African languages such as the Kho and
Bantu languages. Today, about 9 percent of the South African population speaks South African English (SAE) as the first language. SAE is a non-generic variety that tends to follow RP as the norm. It is only among non-generic varieties in the absence of intrusive r. There are different varieties of L2, which differ based on the native
language of the speakers. [295] The most phonological differences from the IP were in vowels. [296] Differences in consonant include the tendency to pronounce /p, t, t保保, k/ without aspiration (for example, the pin, pronounced [p保n] instead of [phestn] as in most other varieties), while r is often pronounced as a valve [ɾ] instead of as a
more common fraying. [297] Example of a woman with an educated Nigerian accent (Chimamanda Adichie) Problems, File? Look at the media's help. Nigerian English is an English dialect spoken in Nigeria. [298] It was based in British English, but in recent years, due to the influence of the United States, some words of American English
origin turned it into Nigerian English. Moreover, some new words and collections have emerged from the language that come from the need to express concepts specific to the culture of the nation (e.g. senior wife). More than 150 million Nigerians speak English. [299] Several varieties of English are also spoken in the Caribbean islands,
which are colonial possessions of Great Britain, including Jamaica, Leadward and the Inflating Islands, Trinidad and Tobago, Barbados, Cayman Islands and Belize. Each of these areas is home to both a local variety of English and local English Creole, combining English and African languages. The most prominent varieties are Jamaican
English and Jamaican Creole. In Central America, based on English Creole is spoken in the Caribbean coasts of Nicaragua and Panama. [200] Local people often speak both local English and local Creole languages, and code-switching between them is common, in fact another way of conceptualising the relationship between the Creole
and Standard varieties is to see a range of social registers with the creole forms serving as basil and more similar to RP-forms that serve as an acrolect, the most formal register. [300] Most Caribbean varieties are based on British English and therefore, most are non-generic, except for the official styles of Jamaican English, which are
often rotic. Jamaican English differs from RP in its vowels list, which has a difference between long and short vowels rather than tense and weak vowels, as in standard English. Diphthongs and /ou/ are monophonges [e.g.] and [o]e] or even reverse diphtongues [i.e.] and [uo] (e.g. bay and boat, pronounced [bjed] and [bwo>t]). Often the
word-extreme consonants clusters are simplified, so a child is pronounced [t保保ail] and wind [win]. [302] [303] [304] An example of a Northern Indian woman with an Indian accent (Vandana Shiva) Problems playing this file? Look at the media's help. As a historical heritage, Indian English tends to accept RP as an ideal and how well this
ideal is realized in an individual's speech reflects class distinctions among Indian English speakers. Indian English accents are characterized by the pronunciation of phonet as /t/ and /d/ (pronounced with retroflex articulation such as [ʈ] and [ɖ]) and the replacement of /φ/ and /ð/ with dental steels [t̪] and [d̪]. Sometimes Indian English
speakers can also use spelling-based spelling, where the quiet ⟨h⟩ found in words like ghost is pronounced as an Indian voice-over stop [ɡɦ]. [305] See also language purism in English References ^ Oxford Learners Dictionary 2015, Entry: English – Pronunciation. 1999: Forkel, Robert; Haspelmat, Martin, 2017. Pack 3.0. Jena, Germany:
Max Planck Institute for the Science of Human History. 1999 2003 Finkenstead, Thomas. Dieter Wolff (1973). Ordered abundance; literature and the English lexicon. C. Winter. 100000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 1992 1999. In early 2007 (p. 193) ^ Crystal 2003b, p. 1. In
early 1999 BBC. 20 December 2010 Retrieved 9 August 2015. 1994 ^ In English in Ethnology (22nd id. 2019) ^ Ethnology 2010. ^ Crystal, David (2008). 2 0000?. Today. 24 (1): 3–6. Doy:10.1017/S02660784080000023. 108–109. 29–30. It is 930 mi away. 1982, p. 1. 86–87. 264–265. 2011, Chapter 4. 2006 1994 1951 History in English.
London: Roatlange &amp;quot;Kegan Pol&quot;. 60–83, 110-130 ^ Shore, Thomas William (1906), Origin of the Anglo-Saxon race - A Study of the Settlement of England and Tribal Origin of Old English People (1st ed.), London, p. 1. 2007 1999 1921 4. [1992] 2008 23. 2006, Chapter 3. Phonology and morphology. 2009 2010 1999 1999
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